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Mena,Arkansas.April 2/1925.

Sir Arthur Currie.
G.C.M.G.,K.C.BPrincipal,Mc Gill University, 
Montreal,Can.

(Cancer)
"Inducement For Research"

Wish to state that 0r.M.V.Mayfield,has a positive 
cure for cancer,that he and his father has been making 
positive cures of cancer for many years.Doctor Mayfield 
himself using this cure since 1879.

He can give the names of many patients that he 
has cured.Many of the patients are living in this town 
and vacinity. Has cured Cancer on the tongue, One case 
where the cancer was in a mans eye.This case was in such 
a condition that it was decided by the physicians that 
the eye would have to come out. Dr.Mayfield cured this cancer and never injured the sight at all.

He has affidavits from three leading physicians 
here that they have seen positive cancers cured with this 
cure. In some of the cases they have helped to apply the 
cure and waited on the case under Dr.Mayfield1s instruc
tions. All these cases are positive cures.

This cure is a secret formula and the ingredience 
are all non poiâon,in fact a person can eat it without any 
ill effect. Part of the cure is as hard to get as radium.

His first case treted was Mrs•General Starddord, 
of Washington,D.C. After all other remedies as well as 
the best Physicians in Washington,D.C. had failed. They 
decided to try this cure,The cure was applied February# 
12th,1879.result was a positive cure.

Dr.Mayfield is getting old and has become quite 
feeble,feels that he has but a few more years to live.
It is his desire to dispose of this cure to some good 
Physician that will continue to treat cancer,and will 
dispose of the cure,with full instructions how to secure 
the cure,how to treat,and apply the cure,also how to 
prepare and mix the salves.

To the party that would be interested in buying 
this cure,he would send enougi of the cure to treat a 
patlentzwlth full instructions.

As the Dr.has me attend to all his letter writing 
am inclosing an addressed $tamped envelope for reply.
I trust that throu^i you that we can place this cure with

Dear Sir
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